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CHARACTERISTICS OP TER UIGHuGAU 
PAST-RESPONSE VOLTP&E MAGNETIC /.MPLIFIER 

1. Introduction 

The prinary object of the work presented in this thesis is to 

expose BflO Of' the A*ndiienta1 proo1ms encountered in the effort 

tovard achieving high v'oltage gain fat-responae menetic amplifiera. 

It goes without searing that magnetic amplifiera with the character- 

isties of stable high gain and. fast response, besides the inherent 

ruggedness, are desirable for any applications in feedback control 

systens . Therefore, the quality of a nagnetic amplifier aperation 

is often evaluated in the term of the factor of merit, Which is 

defined as the power gain-to-time constant ratio. 

Prom the point of vier of achieving a large factor of merit, 

external or internal positive feedback circuits have been success- 

fully incorporated with magnetic amplifiers in hich a part of 

output signal is fedi back in such a way as to aid the input signal. 

As the main interest in the present work, however, is being focused 

on the voltage gain instead of power gain, a word of caution is 

neceesazy for the application of positive feedback. In fact it was 

pointed out by Milnes (7) ax4 0th ers that the voltage gainto-t1me 

constant ratio (or current gain-to-time constant) of a conventional 

nagrietic amplifier, 'whether it is with or Without feedback, is a 

function of the line frequency and. the number of control and gate 

winding turns. 



As the power gain is proportional to the square of the voltage 

gain, the feetor of merit can be improved. correspondixg to a higjier 

gain even though it Involves an increase of time constant. 

fore, t la not hard to 1agine that a ditticulty arlaas at this 

point it one tries to obtain a high voltage gain without eacrit'icing 

the tiine constant. If an plifier with such features .s built, it 

secortixgAy iriust iave an excellent factor of merit, 

Indeed, it is since R. A. Røney (9)shovea the possibility of 

high.gain magnetic amplifiera with hal.ç ele response that many 

works bave been tone along this project. 

In this thesis, the limitation of BameyNtype circuit is dis.. 

cusaed in the following three sections fr the view point of 
achieving a high voltage gain , In section 5, two types of switching 

circuits are introduced, both of Which are tevise to improve the 

output characteristics of the simple Rwney-type magnetic amplifier. 

In section 6, the effect of positive feedback on the time constant 

of the flux-reset magnetic amplifier is investigated by means of a 

square wave test. Based on the conclusion of section 6 that the 

time constant increases with the positive feedback, a possibility of 

multi-stage connection of the fast response magnetic amplifiers is 

discussed. in the following section 7. 



2. Voltage Gain of the Simple Flux-Reset Magnetic Amplifier 

Zu the following three sections, the voltage gain equations 

for both ideal and non-ideal cores will be d.iaauase4 in sceie detail. 

The gain for an ideal core is directly proportional to the control 

and gate winding turns ratio, ithile for the non-ideal core the gain 

ja a sanewbat more coeplicated function of circuit pareters, d 

it will be observed that there is a rnaximu gain value for e given 

core material. 

Furthezore, the validity of the gain equation vil]. be dis- 

cussed with acme experiment*l results. Among those results, the 

non-linearity in the output characteristic curve due to the voltage 

unbalance in the gate aM control circuits is very important. 

The circuit diagrams of the basic half-cycle response flux- 

reset magnetic plifior is shown in Figure 1. 

The principle of operation of the circuit has been described 

in many literatures in detail, so it will not be repeated. bere . ( k, 9) 

The voltage gain is given by: 

G s LAVE 
dE8 AVE 

RL 
- 

Rg-R,. Nc 

Rk 

Rg+R, Nc 

for ideal core (i) 

I 

I 
(ILcLRc \I 

L 
Nc (Eacl_Es))Jfor 

non.iideal core (2) 

The non-ideal core hysteresis loop is like that shown in Figure 2. 
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FIG. 2. NON-IDEAL CORE HYSTERESIS LOOP 
(A) HYSTERESIS LOOP ASSUMED IN CALCULATION 
(B) ORTHONOL CORE HYSTERESIS LOOP 



The Ideal core is different f r the non-ideal in the point 
that the width of the hysteresis loop is zero or, in other words, 

it does not require any magnetizing current to make its flux level 

change. 

The assumptions made to derive equation (1) are: 

1. Zero magnetizing current. 

2. Ideal rectifier, constant forward resistance and 

no leakage current. 

3. NEac1 * 02 and 

ie ac dt * e ana. dt 2 (3) 

This is the condition for notia]. excitation. 

1. The signa]. is a half-waire rectified sinusoidal 

voltage in-phase with the control supply voltage. 

Under these assumptions which can hardly be met in practice, 

however, the voltage sain is directly proportional to the turn 

ratio. Therefore, the gain is limited only by the geometrical 

winding problem and the rectifier tolerance for a given size of 

core. The gain of the order of 1000 could be obtained with no 

difficulty using cmieroiauy available rectifiers and a standard 

size core. The input impedance would be infinite while the output 

impedace would be equal to the resistances of the winding and the 

conducting rectifier In the gate circuit. 

Further discussion on the ideal flux-reset magnetic amplifier 

does not supply useful tnfonnation, since the core with zero 



coercive force does not exist in practice. However, it should be 

noticed that such core with snaU coercive force and high saturation 

flux density will bring better results in over-all operation. 

In the following consideration, He Is assumed to be a finite 

constant. As the core with non-zero coercive force requires mag- 

netizing current to change its flux level, and the magnitude of the 

current is inversely proportional to the number of winding turns, 

the impedance of the control circuit becOEnes an effective factor on 

the amplifier voltage gain. 

As the condition for obtaining high voltage gain necessarily 

requires a large winding-turns ratio with relatively small control 

turns, the magnetizing current often increases such that the mi- 
tude of the voltage drop acreas the control circuit resistance is 
of the same order as the control supply voltage . Due to this 

voltage drop across the control circuit resistance, the signal 

voltage becanes less effective in resetting the flux level. 

Quantitatively, the amount of flux reset during the reset half- 

cycle is given by: 

y- 
4 : LJJ' dt 

f2 
J(Eaci_Es ) sinwt - IzncRc J dt 

s ch 
J- 

f(zac1Es)2 (He : ) 
2 

J. 

lic L 4' Re f -1 Rc L Rc 
.- 

Nc / Nc (Eac1-Es) 
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The examination of equation ( li-) shows that there exists a 

mininum 1iting value of the control win4ing turns. 

Suppoøe Nc le such that 

Re Ls RC 
ImoRc (Eac1-Es) (5) 

We accordingly have 

O 

This meaxt that even though we are applying non-zero signai 

La, the magnetizing current irne gives riae to the large voltage drop 

across the control circuit resistance so that turing the reset half- 

cycle, the effective reeetting voltage cannot appear acz'oss the 

control winding. Therefore, the flux level in the core reniains on 

the saturation branch during the reset half-cycle The core remains 

stiU eaturated at the start of the following gate half-cycle, aM 

a full output will be obtained. 

Thus, if the number of control winding turns is reduced to 

the extent such as to satisfy the equation (5), the signal voltage 

vrn no longer have azy effect on the output. 

Thie simply means a zero gain condition. Although it is not 

physically realizable, the amount of flux reset also beeiea zero 

wtìen the number of turns of the control winding approaches infinity. 

Therefore, the voltage gain can take some non-zero value for a 

certain finite value of Nc dIich is greater than the minimum limit 

shown by equation (5). 



ICeepin the above..mentloned restriction in nind, the mere- 

rneutü voltege sain cwi be derived as ehown in equation ( 2) . ( ) 

It is irnportant to note the asption 2, 3, and 4 have beezi u2e 

in the er1vation of the eiation. 

Now it is possible to see the effect of magnetizing current 

i. the voltage gain through the comparison of equatione () an4 (2). 

The exzwination of equation (2) clearly shows that the gain 

for nou.id.eal core is alwars lese than that for an ideal core. 

Also, it indicates that the gain decreases as the signal voltage 

increases The rnaziuìurn gain will be obtained as the signal 

approaches zero. 

The of the gain from core 

in Figures 3 and li. 

The incremental voltage gain takes its mazim1ab velue for zero 

signal, provideL that the signal is the only variable and the other 

parameters are constant. Threí'ore, in Pigure 1i the effect of 

other parameters is illustrated for zero Signa). condition. As 

seen fran the fily curves in ligure , the gain becomes maWawm 

at a certain value of control tuns foi' a given core material an a 

fixsd. control circuit resistance. () 

Strictly speaking, the control winding resistance is a part 

o: the total control circuit resistance. However, its uimber of 

turns is usually small so the contribution of the winding resist- 

ence is neglected in the calculation of Yigure k. 
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3. Design !2E Maxiinuzn Gain 

requirements rnar be expected: 

I To achieve the xnaxinu.n1 gain with a given coxe. 

2. To find the most econcmiical core size for a required gain. 

In practice the second equireient is more important to consider 

since, in an ord.inaxy emplit'ier design problen, the available input 

signal level and the desired output level are usually apec±fied. 

Then the amplifier to be built should have the specified gain 

and linearity depending upon the purpose of the plifier. 

The design pro cedure for the first requirement*.to achieve 

the maximi gain with a given core material--vas analyzed by Hughes 

and. Miller in the report of their work on the same simple fast 

response magnetic enpilfiers . ( 'i-) in their work, it ±ø shown that 

the separate deteziination of the gate and control turns is 

possible. The design steps may be summarized as follows: 

I Find the number of contrel turns Nc such that the 

gain per unit load turn beces maximum . Analytically, 

this optimum value of Ic can be derived frau equation, 

and the result is 

f 

Nanax 3 
I 

He L Re 
J (6) LWs J 



2. The next step is to find. the velue for Ng so as to 

!nake the gain equation (2) max1. Using the optiman 

Nc obtained. in the previous step, together vith the 

consideration on the available idndow area, the load. 

twns ere given by 

Ng s [RL 1CAwf 

L j°Lt J 

(T) 

Under this co ndition, the load. winding resistance is equal to 

the si of the load and. rectifier forward. resistances, and. the over- 

aU naxiznum realizable voltage gain becomes 
-ir KAwRLç?3 1 

c;niax * 3 L2L0fLtJ (8) 

It should be noted. that, for given load. and. control resistances, 

the maximum gain is a function of the pereneters detezined. by the 

core characteristics As a numerical example, it la assumed that 

a Magnetica, Inc., No. 50026 Orthonol core is given. The approxi- 

L z 999 

He = 0.2 oersted 0.17 amp-turn/om 

Ac om2 

Be : 31 kilogauss s 1.4 x lO vébex'/cm2 

w : 2rx 60 rad/sec 

Aw : i39 2 
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Assuming Re p 30 ohms, we have 

I 0.17x9.99x 
L2xsöx14x10-kxo.5 

= 66 turns 

Furthenore, if R 100 ohms 

Lt cm 

: 1,70 x io6 

IC 0.6 

Ng : 2 
L 10- X X 1.7 

* 6200 turns 

Gmax 60 (2 x 3)4 38.4 for zero signal 

Eac1//2 2.3 rms volts 

220 z volts 

This is the approximate maximum voltage gain to be expected for 

the given Orthonol small size core, assuming that load and control 

circuit resistances are 100 and 30 ohms respectively. In practice, 

however, the current capacity of the load winding as well as the 

available rectifier tolerance should be taken into account, so the 

realizable gain may be less than the calculated value. 

in the following part of this section, the design procedure 

for the second requirewent--n&ìely, the detemination of circuit 

components for a given value of voltage gain--will be neidered. 



lii. 

Yor the best efficiency and. ecomony, it is also desirable that the 

circuit ccanponenta are chosen. suth as to satisfy equations (6), (7), 

and (8). 

The given qiantities are 

Voltage sain G 

Load resistance ohis 

Control resistance Be ohms 

Line frequency w 
rthermore, it is desirable to uso a cre rith high saturation 

flux density, suali coercive force, and a high flux reznanency. Such 

characteristics sie found. in OrthOUOl and 1i8 alloy corea . (5) 

core features charteristics for 

magnetic amplifier operations . If Orthonol toroidal cores of 

various sizes are assuned to be available, ve have two more knovn 

quantities . That ïS 

Coercive force lic ampi.turn/cui 

Saturation flux deasity Be weber/c2 

Now, frOEll equation (8), it can be shown that 

AAv/Uc.PRc )a2x2x33/2 () I4Lt BsKRjwJ 

There is no unique way to detexmine the four unknowns on the 

left-hand. side of equation (9). However, it can be noticed that the 

available zLndow area end the mean length of nagnetic path are not 

entirely independent and. so are the same for the core cross section 
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axea and. the mean length of one turn. 

In Figure 5, the win&n area versus mean magnetic flux path 

is plotted for AlEE proposed standard core sizes The window area 

is approximately proportional to the square of the magnetic path, 

and the relation can be given as 

Av (io) 
211.7 

Furthexlnore, it may be reasonable to assane that the average 

one turn length Lt is proportional to the square root of the cross 

section area. 

Lt a (u) 

e constant m is actually more or less dependent on the 

genetry of the core as veil as on the mmther of load vinding turne, 

and the detennination of proper value requires sam e experience and 

statistical data. 

is required to bave only one unknown quantity. Fr Figure 6, the 
approximate equation of the foxm 

Ac/tv a 10(pLçe .q) (12) 

can be estimated. 

Using these three equations, we bave 

AcAw lO1( pL -q) 1 . L 
L_L;t: 

s 
11.96 m ¿49 X 1O'Z m lO (13) 



Therefore, frOEn euatioua (9) and. (13) 

L * 

. 

10[ 
j0 

Rc 
) 

G2) 

where Q 4.96 x 1O 

a iQ Ï 
( 

Ec P Re 
) 

G 
] 

(15) 
r 

L 
wlaK 

The conetrj.nta and Q in equation (114.) uia be best determined 

empirically. 

In Figure 7, the maxixntui voltage gains ere calculated for each 

corresponding rnean 1enth of magnetic »ath for Manetice, Inc , 

standard eie 2 mii Ortktonol corea. 

Fran the curve, the constants are approximately given as 

37.1 

fì : 13.1 X IO 

Then, equation (is) becea 

L 37 log 3 7 X 102 
( ) 

G 
J 

(16) 

Usine equations (9), (10), (u), and (16), e may be able to 

d.etermin core dJmeniens for a given gain. Rowever, it shot1d be 

kept in mind that these equations are practical ones derived on the 

asainption that the cmerc1a11y available cores are to be used.. 

The design procedure rztr oe illustrated by the îoUowin exam1e. 
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s 

s 

* 

s 

Ct) * 

$ a 

Then, fr equation (3.6) 

rthonol 

D 

DO Ohms 

D ohms 

.3.7 ezp-turri/ 

X iO..1 veber/cm2 

60 rad/sec 

S6 

L4 s 1O.Icim 

PrOES Figure 5 

Av s 

By equation ( 8 ) , it turna cut that 

CLt e ).56 x 

UBiU equation (u) 

O1)ALt I L l.56 x 

Thus, 

Ac s (.56) (i0.:Q (8 
0.53. 2 ror m s 

5.2 X 3.02 

The core with the calculated di.mensons can be fomxd in c- 

mercia3.ly available products ; for ex&iple, a Msgneticz, Inc., 

14o . 50091, 3. mii OrthonoD. core has the oUowizg dimens.ons . (5) 



L : 10.99 au 

Lw * 5.52 2 

It this No. 50091 core is to be naed, 

Nc * 3 (- 0.6) 
55 

and. 

Ng = 
(loo x 0.6 X 5 2) * 

5850 turne 
1.7 z l0 z 5.7 

Uøin these win&Erzgs, the gain ja 

Ng 
Ornez ¡43 

Nc 02 

This maxm gain jg corresponding to tìe initial slope of the 

output voltage versus sial voltage characteristic curte. As 

mentioned previously, the incremental voltage gain decreases with 

the increase in signal voltage. Thus, it may be conclud.ed that the 

No . 50091 core is close enough to gi've the reuimd. gain. An 

enane1ed A.W.G No. 30 wire can be used for the gate winding. The 

gate winding resistance is approximate1r 110 ohms. 
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1ation of the Sliuple Flux Reset pUfier 

In the previous design considerations, the effect of the mag. 

netizin current on tus reset flx vas the zain object of discussion. 

Kowever, it often beces nccesarr to consider also the effect on 

the signal voltage source in practice. For eple, if the signal 

is to be supplied fr a thexno-coule, the niagnetizing current 
should be reasonably small, h±Ch in tux sets a limitation on the 

control vinaing turns Zn other words, the control turns maar not 

be egual to the valus given by equation (6) in order to keep the 

magnetizing current within a certain value. 

is the range of the outpit oltage-sving of the wriplifier. To 

iUutrate the chunge in output range, the dinene1ons of the core 

under consideration are assied tø be fired. 

The nimber of ccutrol turns to give the inczental 

voltage gain per unit gate turn is uniquely deteiued se cording to 

eqation ( 6) . In this section, it is our sain interest to see the 

effect on the output range when the control turns are changed. fran 

the value of oquation ( 6 ) . The initiat output voltage st zero 

signa]. is given by (1i) 

L' E5C2AVÍ 1 -1- 
(7C ein IkLsRC 

) 
He L?' RC 

L 
wçtNC2 QçSJ.NC2 
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Therefore, if Nc is chosen o as to give the adum sain, the 

initial output voltage is 

EL' * 0.732 Eacj,4 * 0.732 SC2Av (17) 

Now when the applied. signal is increased. f r zero and. the core 

reaches full saturation, the ¡axirnua output is obtained. across the 

gate circuit reaetance, which is given as 

EL' ESC2AV (18) 

It is reuarkable that, if the control turns ere chosen auch 

as to give waximm voltage transfer gain, the output rang . e is less 

than thirty per cent of the gate supply voltage. 

The extrue con&ttion ns be considered by assuning that Nc 

is increased without bound. Since the control circuit resistance 

increases linearly with Ne, the output voltage at zero signal tends 

to approach to zero Thus , the output range approaches te 100 pez' 

cent. liowever, the gain aleo becces zero in this case. 

When Nc is decreased, the initial output increases and., in 

particular, when it reaches the rnixthm limit, 

Nc i (üeLRc)i 

the amount of reset flux becomes zero and the output racge is zero 

per cent. 

Fr the above considerations, it may be concluded that the 

than the value for maximi transfer voltage gain. 



In order to obtain better output range then thirty per cent, 

Nc should be set higher than Nc maz at the eense of reduction of 

the transfer voltage gain. It mey be useful to define a uaxitity 

D auch that: 

D a (ontpui range) x (transfer voltage gain at zero signal) 

:1EaC.47EL' G 
7 

L 

:[_i:I+RL (19) 

lic L Re 
) ( 

7C -, He Lc Re 

¿ 
aç No2 w. N2 ¿oq NO2 

In Figure 8, the change of D az a function of Re Lc'Re j piotte. 
wçl Nc2 

As clearly shown, the product of output range and. the transfer 

gain beces maximum for 

lic LçRc 
a 0.23 

Nc2 
Iax 

(20) 

It we neglect the control iinding resistance with respect to 

the total control circuit resistance, the rnber of control turns in 

equation (20) is approximately 2.5 tImes larger than the value for 

max1mt, transfer gain . Therefore, if the control winding turns are 

increased fran Nc maz to Nc with negligible increase in the 

total control resistance, the output range becnes 

EaC24r EL' 
oo 66.3 per cent EC2 y. 
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However, the gain wifl eerease to 79 per cent of the possible 

maximum value, Therefore, it may be ccncluded that the gain and the 

output range are not ccpatible requirements . For wider output 

range, more control turns than Nc max are desirable aM vice-versa. 

The underlying cause of this incmpatibiUty is that the 

supply voltage in the gate circuit Eac2 is directly related to the 

control supply voltage Eac by 

E5.02 C1 (23.) 

Ir the control supply voltage is increased. to overcome ImeRe 

drop au to reset the flux level fr one saturation branch to the 
other, so that the initial output voltage EL becane email, the 

aaitude of the induced voltage in the gate winding exceeds Eac2 

during sane portion of reset half-cycle, thcb will result In a 

loading current Iii the control circuit. This loading current is 

superirnpose Cu the magnetizing current hence IcRc drop increases. 

This physical ehane of operation due to the loaing current is 

matheinaticaUy oquivalent to replacing Rc by a curreapowiing larger 

value , Whence it foUow that the incremental voltage gain for 

maU. signal is reduceL Now vten a sIgnal voltage is applied, 

the xaagnitude of induced voltage in the gate winding beces 

correspondingly less so that the loaimg current is also reduced. 

Thus the gain tends to increase Yurther increase of signal voltage 

results in zero lcadin current, and fran this point the gain and 

output voltage increase rapidly. 



The over-aU output characteristic curve is quite non-linear 

as shown in Pigure 9. To avoId this non-linear characteristic with 

reduced initial gain, the control circuit supply voltage should be 

set so as to satisfy equation (21). 

To cceipare this non-linear output characteristic with those 

under nounal excitation, the output versus control voltage curves 

are plotted for different rxwnber of control turns in Figure 9. The 

theoretical output values are calculated and are plotted to show good 

conformity with the experimental results Some extent of discrepan- 

cies are observed around zero signal and. saturation points. This is 

mainly due to the non-linear characteristic of the forward 

resistance of the silicon rectifiers in the circuit. 

The calculation was made using the control circuIt resistance 

of 38, 38 an 27 ohms for 150, 100 and 50 control turns respectively. 

The experimental curves have round shoulders near the saturation 

points, which is perhaps due to the imperfect flux ranency of 

the core. 

The disadvantages caused by the use of rectifiers in both 

control and gate circuits are as follows: 

4on-linearity in the output characteristic curve. 

The upper power handling capacity, as veil as the lower 
capacity, is limited, 

?or the latter disadvantage, however, the limitations of power hand- 

ling ability will be greatly extended in both high and low directions 

with the rapid develonent of solid-state electronic ãevices.(2) 



To obtain the data showzi in 'îgure 10, the control upp1r 

voltage was increaseT.i fiun the value o equation ( 3) to SUCh extent 

that the volt-ttiue integrai acroß the control winding te et large 

enough to move the flux level fr one saturatIon branch to the other 

d.uriig the reset ha3..cycle. Therefore, the initial output alue 

are seen as low as 0.6 volte. The curtes 2i I resective1y 

ahowthg output versue control voltage and control current ersue 

control voltage charateriatic for the core with 50 control tu'ne. 

As the coutrol. voltage is increased froei zero, it is clearj seen 

that the gain sharply start,s increaaizg at the point when the con- 

trol circlAit current reaches the erer of the magnetizing current. 

This is the point when loading ccnponent in the control 

circuit current becomes zero. The wave shapes of the control 

current, load voltage, control and gate win8ing voltages under this 

floyer 
excitationt' ara shown in ligures ]À and 15. 

As the last consideration on the limitations, it may be worth 

estimating the practical upper limit in the rnaxiun voltage gain. 

Theoretically, there exista no limit for realizable voltage gain. 

As seen f r the design procedures for maximum gain, any high gain 

may be cbtained. provided that a core with correspondingly large 

dimensions is availahle Wnen the gate az4 control winding turns 

are chosen, equal to Ng maz and Nc max respectively, and also when 

there is no signal eplied, the initial incremental voltage gain 

takes the maximum value for a given core. This gain is, however, 



lii ;er cent o the ratio of the gate to control turnSt in other 

words, the iiax1xrnnn realIzable gain using a nou-ideal core 1 

approdnate1y 80 per cent of the value obtained. with ai ideal core, 

provide3. that the latter bas the saine number o winding turne. 

Therefore in order to obtain a certain value o sain, t i 

necessary to select the turns ratIo equal to or greater than 2.5 

times the gain. When the required gain la larger than the order 

O 100, the turns ratio becones extrei1y high so that the reali- 

zatlon of over-aU circuit is not economicai.Iy feaaible. This 

situation ay be best illustrated by the Thllowing exaiiple. 

Xt is assumed to find a proper core size for achieving the 

initial incremental sain of 200, using a 500 olun.e load end a 50 

ohms control circuit resistance. 1f the core is to be selected 

from standax size products, the Magnetics, Inc. No. 0112 

Orthonol core with the following dimensions would be suitable. 

Magnetics, Inc. No. 50112 Orthonol 2 mil core: 

X 36.66 cn 

Av 71.2 2 
Ac 6.855 2 

The control and. gate winding turns are given by equations (6) 

and () and are roughly 10 and 2 x 10 turns At zero signal, the 

control cizcuit current is of the order of 80 milliexnperea The 

gate supply voltage would be 5150 volts. This irninetiiately gives 

rise to probleme of insulation and rectifier tolerance. 



To make the matter even worse, the gate winding and the 

rectifier would have to cavry 2.6 awpereø at the tizfl output. 

If' an A.W.G. Nô. 2.7 wire is selected, coneidering the current 

density requirenent, the gate win&lng itself wou1 occupy more than 

three thnea as large an area as the available win&v. Theretore, 

:tt maar be concluded that the initial gifl vou34 be possible with a 

No . OO12 core, but a larger core should be used conaidering the 

over-aB. operation. 

As seen f the exaap3.e, the voltage gain of the order of 

100 is the practical limit on this type of amplifier. The limit is 

øet by insulation problei, rectifier current capacity aná voltage 

tolerance, effect of magnetizing current In the control circuit on 

the signal source, and finaUr by the econny of core sizes. 



5. The Use ot Switchlng Devices in the Gate Circit 

As one or te 1initations of the basic flux reset negnetic 

emplitier, the incanpatibility between the muizm gain azid linear 

output range vas pointed out io. the previous section. This dis- 

advantage can be removed by using a synchronous switch in the gate 

circuit which works in such a way that it opens the gate circuit 

during reBet halt-cycles and closes during gating hal-cycleø. 

Thus, the control supply voltage would be looking at the pilinary 

control windir of en unsaturated transfox,iier with the secondary 

side open during the reset. 

No loading current flcwe in the control circuit even if the 

control supply voltage is set not to satisfy equation (3). There- 

fore, it is possible to increase the control supply voltage to 

obtain a full flux reset without reducing its initial gain. 

For this purpose, two experimental synchronous switching 

circuits, one with a P N P junction transistor azid the other with 

a biased diode u shown in Figures 12 and 13, were set up and 
tested. 

fl extensivo stidy of junction transistors used as switches 

was rriade by R. L. Bright (1), and the detail considerations are not 

repeated bere. 

The operation of the P N P juriction transistor in the gate 

circuit of ?igure 12 may be smunarized as follows. During reset 

half-cycles the emitter-base junction is reverse-biased so that, 



if collector potential is kept negativo with respect to the base, 

the eoilector-enUtter iupedanee prsents a 'rery hieb value, eu 

order of hundreds of kilo...obms . Thus, the ernitter-coilector 

terminal is practically considered opon. while during the gating 

half..cyoles, the nitter.base junctiQu is forvard.'biaaed so that 

the base current drives the transistor into saturation and the 

oollectorto-itter voltage drop is very small. Thus, the 

switching tunctiozi is possible by applying a synchronous voltage 

across the eitter.base junction. An Ri.7 power P N P junction 

transistor' vas used, taking into account the madmn load current 

of 140 znilliaznperea at full output. The voltage wave shapes across 

the gate-winding, gate power-supply and the coUeotor-nitter 

terminal at zero signal condition are shown in Figure 17. As 

clearly seen in the picture, the nagnitude of voltage in the gate 

winding exceeds the gate supply voltage during the time and 

in the reset half-cycle . As the enitter-collector terminal is 

open during the reset, this voltage uxbalanca does not cause any 

loading current. Furthermore, the induced voltage wave shape 

appears as a non-sinusoidal form hich is more like a triangle 

wave. The reasons for this change in the wave form can be elained 

by observing the control aide voltage wave shapes. 

In Figure 16, the voltage wave forms across the control winding, 

control circuit resistance and the control power supply at zero signal 



condition are shown. Now at any instant during reset half-eyc].es, 

the following KirChhoff s law should hold. 

-- iucic (Eaci -Eß) sincot, or 

* Eac1 inwt at zero aial 

As the rectangular hysteresis loop recuires a constant mag-. 

netizing current to change its flux level frm one saturation 

branch to the other, the wave fonn of the voltage drop across the 

control circuit resistance due to the resetting magnetizing current 

is more or less like a square wave as shown in Figure 16. s the 

result of subtraction of this square voltage wave shape from the 

sinusoidal supply voltage, the control winding voltage is a non- 

sinusoidal fom as seez in the picture. Therefore, the tranafoiied 

voltage acroas gate winding in the se reset half is exactly the 
replica of the non-sine control winding wave fon except that its 

magnitude is amplified by the factor of the winding turn ratio. 

Furthenore, it is important to notice that wider this over-excited 

condition the control supply voltage is increased such that the 

integral equation 

jdt 
s 2 a fdt (22) 

holds for the reset ha3f-.cycle. Aa the voltage drop across the gate 

resistance due to the magnetizing current is negligible compared to 

the supply voltage, the following integral equation is valid for the 

next gating half-cycle, provided that the signal is zero. 



fac2dt * (23) 

Thus, ccib1r4ng equattons (22) ai4 (23), it becnes clear that 

the area uudr the curve so2 is equal to the area uther the curve 

eg for either half..cycle if there is no applied signal. In parti.. 

cular, during the reset half-cycle, the magnitude of the induced 

gate winding voltage which baa a squeezed sine wave foxn exceeds 

the gate supply voltage in order to coepensate its area loss. 

The diode switching (u) circuit shown in Figure 13 functions 

in such a wa' that it provides a bias voltage to the gate circuit 

rectifier to prevent loading current, even if there is sio amount 

of voltage unbalance between the gate winding and the supply voltage 

during reset half-cycles . Therefore, the bias value should be set 

so 52 tO cancel the amount of the unbalance voltage by Which the 

induced gate winding electro-motive force exceeds the gate supply 

tage. 

the osciiloscope screen and was found less than 20 volts at its 

positive peak. So the bias supply voltage vas set approximately 

27 xms volts to insure the blocking action of the rectifier. 

The blocking action is shown in Figure 18. The top wave shape 

is the voltage during the reset. The one in the middle is showing 

the unbalance voltage. The positive part above the center zero 

reference line is the cause of the loading current. 



The wave fozin ii the bottoni is the oltage across the sate 

rectifier and represents the st*n of the bias aM unbalance voltages. 

It is seen that, even at the positive peak of the unbalance voltage, 

the rectifier is negatively biaset by tke amount of 16 volts. 

During gating half-cycles, the biasing voltage source changea 

the polarity so that the forward current flows through the switching 

diode . As the diode w4er the forward biased. condition is Char- 

acterized by a small voltage &rop across the terminals, the gate 

circuit is thus closed during the gating half-cycles . Since the 

maxinn lowI current reaches $O millieniperes, the forward switching 

&toe bias current is adjusted to 50 milhisiuperes so that the net 

current of 10 xnilliaurperea flows through the diode in the forward 

direction at the full output. 

The output characteristic curves of the amplifier with the 

switching circuits are cpared in Figure 19, with the ordinary 

output curve under the over-excited cordition. It is seen that 

the iiprovnent has been xnade in linearity and gain by preventing 

the loading current ccponent fran flowing in the control circuit. 

The slight non..linearity in the amali signal region is mainly due 

to the threshold voltage effect of the silicon junction diodes used 

in the full-wave voltage supply. 

another advantage of the switching circuits is that the 

initial incremental voltage gain can be ¡nade greater than that of 



a nOEtnß1.1y excited ordinary circuit. me iexii gain eqiation (8) 

can be itten as 

GThax a 33/h' ,t Eaci 
f _ K Av BL '\ 

I 
( 211k) 

c\ NC) (2HcLfLRo) 

Lad 

Nc 
for noza1 excitaticn 

_> (Li 
5 for over excitation 

Witi the switch in the gate circuit, it is poesible to increaee 

tise quantity LaCI vitout appreciable increase o the magnetizing 
Nc 

current, thus a larger initial gain maar be obtained. Excese increaae 

of 
Lac1 

will result in a core saturation during the reset, so there 
Nc 

is a limit. 

The observation of Figure 19 aiso shove that the mR.x4mum ort.. 

put voltage of the ewitching transistor circuit is about six per 

cent lese then that of the diode switching circuit. 

By ob8ervation of the control winding voltage wave fomi using 

an oscifloscope, this output -oltsge loss vas found duo to the 

following facts If the average itter forward bias current is 

lesa than # milliamperes, the average emitter-to-coUector impedance 

during the reset half.cycle is appreciably high so that the load 

current decreases On the contrary, when the base bias voltage is 

increased to make the average bias cirrent greater than I miUl.. 

axperes, the bias voltage source and the gate voltage supply 

with the base.coUector junction reverse resistance in series 

for a current source with a very high 



internal Jpodanee, J1i±Ch reeds a flux resetting czrz'ent throu 

the gate winding in such a polarity as to aid. the reset of the 

control side. 

The resetting action through the gate winding is most effec- 

tive when a large input signal is appLied and the indnced voltae 

in the gate wirLd:tng is correspondingly less. 

Thererore, the bias voltage ana current vere chosen to give 

the best coznprcise between the abovementioned two conflicting 

transistor behaviors . Kovever, there is still saue amount of 

flux resetting action taking »lace in the gate aiae when the 

applied signal io relatively large and. the loss in the output 

voltage in Figure 19 is clue to this effect. This iaadvantage of 

the transistor switching circuit can be easily xnproved by in- 

serting a diode in series in the gate circuit to prevent the 

resetting current fr flowing during reset half-cycles. 

The iirprovea output characteristic curve with the transistor 

-and-diode switch le also shown in Figure 19 . The iiaxinum output 

is slightly higher than the diode switching circuit because of 

leas voltage drop across the iitter-to-colleetor junction than 

the forward-biased diode. 

Por the purpose of oparison, the voltage wave foxma of the 

circuit vithout a switch are shown in Figures li aM 15. 

The positive unbalance voltage in the gate circuit is cut off 

due to the rectifier conduction; thus the magnitude of the induced 



votae across the sate vftdii zy slightly exceeds the up1y 

voltae urizig z'set half-cycles by the amount of circuit IB drop. 

corresoncthg to the period. of the gate rectifier conduction in the 

reeet belf.cycle, the control circuit IB 4rop is aeen to increee 

appreciably in 1igure 14. mue, the e'feotive resetting voltage 

tezd to decrease. however, this resetting voltage wa eet such 

that its volt-time integm.l satisfies equtioiì (22). Then it 

foUows that the control circuit supply voltage 1ioui4 be larger 

thazi that with a switching circuit. Actually, the experinental 

result shows that it is 3.5 voltg without the switch end 3.0 volts 

with the switching circuit. 
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FIG. 9. OUTPUT cHARACTERISTICS OF ThE BASIC FAST- 
RESPONSE M&NETIC ALIFIER WIThOUT SWITCH 
UMDER NORMAL EXCITATION 

1. Nc=50 TURNS, Eac,=l.5 RNS. VOLTS 

2. Nc=lOO TURNS, Eac,=3.O RMS. VOLTS 

3. Nc=150 TURNS, Eaç=4.5 R}IS.VOLTS 

Ng2OOO TURNS, Eac= 60 RNS. VOLTS 
RL=48O IMS , Rg = 157 1}fS 
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FIG. 10. OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BASIC FAST- 
RESPSE MAGNETIC LIFIER WITHOUT SWITCH 
UNDER OVER-EXCITATI 

1. Nc= 50 TURNS, Eac,= 3.5 RMS. VOLTS 
2. Nc=100 TURNS, Eac,= 4.3 RNS. VOLTS 
3. Nc450 TURNS, Eac,= 5.2 RMS. VOLTS 

Ng = 2000 TURNS, Eac= 60 RNS. VOLTS 
RL=48OINS , Rg =157LMS 
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FIG. 11. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE BASIC FAST-RESPONSE 
MACNETIC AMPLIFIER USED IN EXPERIMENTS 

T1 115:12ISOJÀTION TRANSFORNER 
Tp = 1:1 ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 
T3 = 115:30 STEP-D'JN TRANSFORMER 

o 
co 

41. 

CONTROL CIRCUIT RECTIFIER = 307A SILICON JUNCTION 
DIODE 

GATE CIRCUIT RECTIFIER = T 1N335 SILICON JUNC- 

TION DIODE 

CORE NAGNETICS INC. No.50026 ORTHONOL 
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FIG. 12. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE TRANSISTOR SWITCH 

CORE = MA.GNETICS INC. No.50026 ORThONOL 
TRANSISTOR HEWELL H-7 
Nc = 50 TUIWS 
Ng = 2000 TUR1iS 
Eac = 3.0 RNS. VOLTS 
Eac2 = 60 RN; . VOLTS 

Rco 5 .MS 
R3 3000 !NS 
RL 480 c11MS 
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FIGQ 13. CIRCUIT DIAGRAN OF ThE DIODE SWITCU 

CORE = MAGNETICS INC. No. 50026 ORTHONOL 
SWITCHING DIODE = T 1N335 SILIC JUNCTION 

DIODE 

Nc = 50 TURNS 
Ng = 2000 TURNS 

Eac,= 3.0 lUIS. VOLTS 
Eac2 60 RNS. VOLTS 

Ed 27 aNS. VOLTS 
50 RNS . MILLI-M4PERES 

Rco=5Q{MS 
Rd 100QINS 

RL 480 iMS 



PIG. 14. CTROL CIRCUIT WVE FORMS UNDER 
OVER-EXCITED CQ'DITION WITHOUT 

SWITCH 

SCOPE SENSITIVITY 2 VOLTS/CM. 

Nc 50 TURNS 

Ng 2000 TURNS 

Eac 3.5 R.M.S. VOLTS 

Eac. 60 R.M.S. VOLIS 

Es O VOLTS 

FIG. 15. GATE CIRCUIT VOLTAGE WAVE FORMS 

UNDER OVER-EXCITED CONDITION WIThOUT 

SWITCH 

SCOPE SENSITIVITY 

Nc 

Ng 
Es 

Eac 
Eac 

_o VOLTS/CM. 
50 TURNS 
onn TURNS 

O VOLTS 
3.5 R.M.S. VOLTS 

60 R.M.S. VOLTS 



FIG. 16. CONTROL CIRCUIT VOLTAGE WAVE FORMS 
UNDER (WER EXCITATION WITh SYNCHRONOUS 

SWITCH 

SCOPE SENSITIVITY 
Nc 

Ng 
Es 

Eac 

Eac 

1 VOLT/CM. 
50 TURNS 
2000 TURNS 
O VOLT 
3.0 R.M.S. VOLTS 
60 R.M.S. VOLTS 

FIG. 17, CATE CIRCUIT VOLTAGE WAVE FORMS 
UNDER OVER EXCITATION WITh SYNChRONOUS 
SW ITCH 

SCOPE SENSITIVITY 
Nc 

Ng 
Es 

Eac 

Eac2 

20 VOLTS/CM. 
50 TURNS 
2000 TURNS 
O VOLT 
3.0 R.M.S. VOLTS 
60 R.M.S. VOLTS 



FIG. 18. VOLTAGE WAVE FORMS SH()'I1G TUE BLOCKING 
ACTION OF TIlE WITCU1NG DIODE 

SCOPE sENs1rIVI 
Nc 

Es 
Eac1 

Each 

Id 

..O VOLTS/CM. 
SO TURNS 
.00O TURNS 
O VOLT 

3.0 VOLTS 
60 VOLTS 

50 MILLI-AMPERES 
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FIG. 19. OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF ThE BASIC FAST- 
RESPSE MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER WITH SWITCHING 
CIRCUIT 

1. WITH TRANSISTOR-AND-DIODE SWITCH 
2. WITH DIODE SWITCH 
3. WITH TRANSISTOR SWITCH 
4. WITHOUT SWITCH 

Nc 50 TURNS 
Ng 2000 TURNS 

Eac1 3.0 RNS. VOLTS WITH SWITCH, 
3 5 RMS . VOLTS ' T?tOUT SWITCH 

Eac2 60 aNS. VOLTS 



6. Feedback Circuita 

Positi?e feedback circuits are con1y used in conventional 

nagnetic power emplifiers fr the point of view of achieving 
better figure of merits The voltage gain of Rerneytpe amplifiers 

can be made greater with po sitive feedback; however, the original 

characteriatios of balf..cycle response are sacrificed to sce extent 

depending upon the amount of feedback. 

The basic fluxreset magnetic amplifier described in the 

previous sections is essentially not suitable t'or app1ing feedback 

for the following reason. The control and gate supply voltages act 

upon the core in different half-cycles so that there is an essential 

half-cycle time lag between the input end output . When a helf-vave 

rectified input voltage In phase with the control supply is used, 

the input is applied while the output is zero, aM the output occurs 

'when the input is zero. 

It is important to notice the fundamental difference between 

au electronic..tube plitier and the magnetic, pertaining to the 

thne distribution of signals. The foxiner is an instantaneous device 

'while the latter is an average 
amplifier't with output delayed at 

least a half*cycle of the line frequency frc*n the input. 

Therefore, instantaneous feedback is impossible with the 

magnetic amplifier. However, if frequency of the variation of the 

average signal voltage is less than the order of one-tenth of the 



line frequency, it ie oesib1e to incorporate the feedback without 

giving a serious distortion to the transporting signals in such a 

way that the output n the nth half.cycle corresponding to the in 

put in the pravious (n1)th affects the input of nth haU-cycle. 

The bridge.connected flux-reset magnetic ernplifier of 

Figure 20 operates on this principle. With the feedback circuit 

as shown in Pigure 20, the output of Core i affects the input of 

Core 2 during the gating half.t.cycle of Core i, and the input of 

Care 1. is aided by the output of Core 2 during the reset baI2cyole 

of Core :i. 

The circuit operation is essentially the Bane 58 the simple 

one-core circuit, except tar the effect of feedback. 

Therefore, the over-excited output characteristic curve with- 

out switching circuit is non-linear as shown in Yigure 22. Before 

applying positive feedback, the non-linearity in output characteristic 

crv should be corrected as much as possible because its non- 

linear tendency will be exaggerated by the positive feedback. 

The transfer curve for 100 control turne with feedback aflà 

without switch is also shown in Figure 22. Using 100 control turns, 

the znaxiImz3 feedback was obtained when the feedback control tap was 

set at the position of five per cent resistance value of the load. 

The increase in feedback resulted in corresponding increase in the 

Initial output voltage . In the case of 150 control turns, the 

naxin feedback ratio is 8.i per cent. The loss of output range 



and increase in voltage gain vere observe1 wheu the Íeedback ratio 

vas increased to U per cent as iUustrate in Figire 21i. 

Au exauination ot the output curves l'or 100 ax 150 control 

turne with each maximum feedJack aiow that the gain with 150 turns 

±0 higher thau 100 tuxnø This is just the opoite case oÍ the 

circuit without the positive feedback. In Figure 25, the output 

curves with maxiitnn feedback are compared with the nwber of con- 

trol turns as a parameter. It is clearly shown that the highest 

gain is obtained With 150 turne end the lowest with 50 turns. 

These sethat unexpected results are entire1 3.ue to the diÍ'ererice 

in the inaxiimai feedback ratios. In the feedback circuit of 

Figure 20, a part of the load is connected in series with the con- 

trol current path. Therefore, the maximurn feedback for the case 

of 50 control turns is limited by the foUowin two factors. 

1. For the same value of R, the voltse drop across Ef 

due to magnetizing current is larger than 150 turns. 

2. Even if the voltage drop across R due to magnetizing 

current is of the saine order, the voltee drop due to 

the load current is greater than 150 turns. 

Owing to the above-mentioned reasons, the maxitr.nn feedback 

ratios are 2.1 per cent, 5 per cent, and 8,i per cent for the con- 

trol turns of 50, 100, and. 150 respectively. Frcm the preceding 

observations it may be concluded that, as far as the feedback cir- 

cuit of Figure 20 la concerned, the design method for maximum gain 



for tue simple f1uxareet magnetic anipUfier fails because the 

operating point is greatly affected by the feedback resistor Rf. 

The ana1rticaJ. deteiination of transfer characteristics with 

feedback is not Impossible but rather difficult becauee of the non- 

sinueoidal wave-fox o the feedback voitae and the non-linear 

forward resistance ot control circuit rectifiera. Only for the 

circuit with smell feedback ratio and. with relatively large control 

winding turne, the well-known feedback amplifier gain equation of 

the foim 

A 
l..A (s 

is applicable. 

The expernents on feedback were done using a pair of 

Magnetica, Inc . , No . 50026 Orthonel corea The transfer curves 

for 150 control turns in Figure 24 show that there is a possibility 

to obtain a higher gain without rethicing the output rezge by 

increasing the rnber of control turns. Using 200 control turns, 

the feedback ratio higher than 11 per cent wou]4 be possible; 

however, if Nc is too large the gain of the internal amplifier 

itßelf decreases so that the total gain also tendi3 to decrease. In 

the extreme case, the maximum feed back ratio can be as high as 

100 per cent if Nc is of' the same order as Ng and. yet the total gain 

will 2ot be so high. 

Therefore, the deteiination of the optirnn Nc is not straight 

forvartt, but more or lese cpiric. 



5, 

As the general direction of optinnn design, the foUowing 

aetbo is øuggeste. 

1_. Deteinine the ntmiber of 8ate winding turns according 

to equation (7), whith would give the ax1inzm transfer 

oltege gain. 

2. Detennine the ntnber of control winding turns according 

to equation (20) instead of equation (6). 

In the preceding considerations, the interest has been focused 

upon the steadr..state voltage gain. As pointed out previously, bow.. 

ever, the intrinsic half..cycle response characteristic is sacrificed 

with the incorporation of positive feedback. To see the relation 

between the feedback ratio eM the voltage gain-to-time constant 

ratio, a square-wave test was applied. As the full-wave rectified 

sinusoidal voltage source whose average output changes in a square- 

wave manner was not available, the low frequency square-wave output 

voltage froen Hewlett Packard Function Generator was anplified, using 

a pair oÍ cathode followers and applied to the input of the magnetic 

amplifier. In order to keep the operating point of the mame tic 

amplifier above cutoff, a direct voltage bias was supplied by 

adjusting the cathode-bias potentials of the cathode-f ollorers. 

In each of the following transient response wave toms, the 

square-wave in the bottcn is the input sial of 1.3 cycles per 

second and the wave tom in the top is the transient output response. 

Each pulse represents the output of either Core I or Core 2 in the 

respective gating halt-cycle, so the distance tr one pulse to 
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the next sIiow one-half period of a 60-cycle sine wave. The 

frequency of the Input square-wave was chosen small enoug1 that 

the steady-state output can be obaei-ved beí'ore the Lalling en e 

the pulse starts. 

The transient responses for different feedback ratios using 

the same control turne are ecaipared in Figure 26 It is clearly 

seen that the output with no feedback responds to both rising and 

failing step signels within one cycle of the line frequency. Por 

2.5 per cent feedback, both rising and failing transients are seen 

to lant for one and one..half cycles. In the photograph at the 

bottom, showing the square.vave response with the maximum 8.1 p 

cent feedback, the rising transient is seen to 1at for five cycles 

wh±le the feJJ;ing part recjuires seven cycles to reach the steady. 

state. 

The ratios of the average slope of the output curves of 

Pigure 21 t the nwber of transient cycles were calculated and 

found approxiLately the sane value for different feedback ratios. 

This ueans that the voltage gai.ntotime constant ratio is con 

stant for the saws control turns . Pigure 27 illustrates the 

square-wave responses for different control turns with respective 

xfla3thn1 feedback. Por 100 turzis with 5 per cent feedback, the 

rising transient lasts for three and one-'half cycles, Jhile 'the 

falling transient occurs for the period of three cycles . In the 

case of O turns vith 2.3. per cent feedback, the rising and falling 



of cantrol. turni time conatsat uud the ae amount ot feedback 
ratio ca be observed in the 9ictzres of ?igure 26 and Figure 

27.B . The feedback ratio is 2. »er cent f03' 150 control tunis 

while it is 2 .1 per cent for 50 turss The gain for the latter 

ceac is about 1.8 tteea 1arer tbau Ue foer, but te time 

conetant is aceibat loeger for O tur2a than for 150 turns. 

Thertore, it is seen that the time cometant is more affected by 

the amplifier gain itself rather thafl te nber of control turne. 

The most important co ueLoi in Usia setiou is that the 
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NO FEEDBACK POSITI EDCK 

FIG. 20. CIRCUIT DIAGRAN OF ThE BRIDGE-CNECTED 
FAST-RESPcSE MAGNETIC MIPLIFIER 

Rß 3000 DIS 
Rc1 100 HS 
RL 480 iMS 

1B 
6 RNS MILLI -M1PERE S 
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FIG, 21 A. PHIYFOGRAPR SHOS4ING MAGNETIC CORES AND 
SILICON JUNCTION DIODES 

FIG. 21-B, LABORATORY ARRANGEMENT FOR TRANSIENT 
TEST OF MAGNETIC ANPLIFIERS 
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FIG. 22. OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BRIDGE- 
CNECTED FAST-RESPONSE FEEDBACK 
MAGNETIC MLIFIER WIThOUT SWITCH 

Nc loo TURNS 
Ng 2000 TURNS 

Eac1 3 aNS. VOLTS 
Eac2 60 RMS. VOLTS 
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FIG. 23. OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF TRE BRIDGE- 
CONNECTED FAS T-RE SPONSE FEEDBACK MAGNETIC 
AMPLIFIER WITH SWITCHING CIRCUIT 

Nc 100 TURNS 
Ng 2000 TURNS 

Eac1 4.3 RNS. VOLTS 
Eac2 60 R;MS. VOLTS 

'B 6 MILLI-bNPERES 
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FIG. 24. OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF TIlE BRIDGE- 
C NECTED FAST-RE SP ONSE FEEDBACK 
MAGNETIC MIPLIFIER WITH SWITCHING CIRCUIT 

Nc 150 TURNS 
Ng 2000 TURNS 

Eac1 6 O ]tMS . VOLTS 
Eac2 60 RMS. VOLTS 

'B 
6 MILLI-MIPERES 
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FIG. 25. OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS OF TRE BRIDGE- 
CONNECTED FAST-RESPONSE MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER 

WITH MAXIMUM FEEDBACK 

1. Eac1= 6.0 RMSI VOLTS 
2. Eac1= 4.3 RNS. VOLTS 
3. Eac= 3.6 RNS. VOLTS 

Eac2 60 lUIS. VOLTS 

'B 6 MILLI-ANPERES 
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

FIG. 26. TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF ThE BRIDGE -CONNECTED 

FLUX-RESET MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER 

(A) NO FEEDBACK 
(B) 2,57. POSITIVE FEEDBACK 
(C) 8.47. POSITIVE FEEDBACK 

Nc 150 TURNS, Ng 2000 TURNS 
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(A) 

(B) 

FIG. 7. TRANSiENT RESP(ISE WITH MAXINIJM POSITIVE 

FEEDBACK 

(A' Nc 100 TURNS, 5 7. POSITIVE FEEDBACK 

(B) Nc 50 TURNS, 2.1 'L POSITIVE FEEDBACK 

SCOPE TIME BASE loo MILLI-SEC(]DS/DIV. 

SQUARE WAVE INPUT 1.3 CYCLES/SEC. 
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7. Cascade Connection oÍ the Past-Reaponse MagnetIc Mp].ifier 

The multistage rat-reøpise zagz*etic anp1ifier Beens quite 

proeising, although only a few works along this line have appeared 

in the literature.(8) (U) If tvo fast-response magnetic anpiifIers 

are suitably connected in cascade, it is possible to make the total 

gain equa]. to the product of the gain of each anplifier, while the 

total. time constant is approximatelr the sum of each value. Thus, 

the voltage gain-to.-tizne constant ratio would be greatly improved. 

The design of a multistage magnetic amplifier is not so 

straight forward as that of an ordinary R-C coupled electron tube 

amplifier, and it is sewhat analogous to the case of a direct- 

coupled amplifier. In each stage, the signal level, signal swing 

range, proper bias (if any), and the selection of corresponding 

core sizes must be taken into consideration. Furthezore, a 

possible interaction between stages should be eliminated by the 

proper evaluation of winding turns, supply voltages, and if 

necessary by the use of synchronous switches. 

Pigure 28 illustrates the circuit diagram of the two-stage 

flux-reset magnetic amplifier used for the basic study of cascade 

connection.(8) The first and the second stages are essentially the 

same Ramey-type circuit configurations and they work on the time- 

sharing principle such that the tiret core oi' the amplifier is 

reset during the gating half-cycle of the second core and vice- 

versa. The important point is that Ng1 and Nc2 are chosen such 



that the foUowing relation holds: 

Imc2 a Hc2 L'2 1mg1 
Rcj Li 

If there iß no sina1 apiïed, the first core i reset frcrn one 

eaturation braxc1 of its iytere8i loop down to scae flux level 

by Eac1 OÏL tìe reeet halfcrcle . The agnitude a Zsc2 juet 

large enouì to shift back the flux level of Core 1 to the saturu. 

ation branch during the next gate haLf'eycle, ahile the mcgnetizing 

eureiit required br the ±'irst Core is wall 00 that practically no 

voltee appears acrou tie control winding o Core 2 during the 

aene period. Thus, exy effective resettixg voltage is not applied 

to the eacond control winding provided the signal is zero, ad a 

fuU output le obtained acroee the load. 

Now uppoee a aign& is present at the input. Then Core i 
reachee saturation at ae tine in the gatng half-cycle and as the 

first gate winding preeents practically no iwpedance £roe this 
inouent until the end. o' the hai'-cycle, Eae appears across the 

second control winding, permitting the flux level che of Core 2. 

The average output voltage decreases by a certain anount, 

depending upon the volt..tine integral absorbed through NC2. Thu 

the output i 180 degrees out of phase conipøxed. to the input, 

which is azialogous to the case of a single-ste electron tube 

amplifier. in the e xperiment, for the purpose of cnparin the 

output characteristics with that of the stinple circuit of Zigure i, 
the No. 50026 Orthonol core was used in the second. stage. 



The output of the first atase i only to provide the resetting vo1- 

time integral to Core 2 and, therefore, the core size of the first 

stase can be much smeller than the eeccn& stage eore In fact, 

if the first staie is to operate vithin its full linear z'snge using 

the full flux swing of Core 1, tbe requireient for the first stage 

core size would be minimui . In particular, in the case of more 

than tarse stages, it might be too smaU frcn the vier point of 

wiruling techniques. 

A corresponding larger core is required if a portion of its 

full flux swing range is to be used. Tor the prelirninary ezperent, 

a core of the same size as the second stege was also used as Core 1. 

liowever, the first stage voltage supply source was set to 

12.5 volts to make use of about per cent of fuU fluz swing and 

the control supply voltage was correspondingly set to 
I 
15 volts. 

This is rather high considering the winding turn-ratio, btrt it was 

determined experentaUy for optim flux-reset. 

In fact, as ebou in section 3, the control supply voltage 

should be set 3.0 volts for full flux-reset and as the egnetizing 

current tende to maintain a constant value, regardless of the 

supply voltage, the voltage drop acres the control circuit 

resistance is constant. Thus, corresponding to the 50 per cent 

decre*se of the supply voltage, the flux-swing decreases to 20 per 

cent of the full resetting. 



The tmnsitor switching circuit in the gate loop of the 

first stase is to improve the low-level linearity of the input 

stage, while the diode synchronous switch in the output circuit is 

to prevent the loading effect of Core 2 thiring it reset heucycles. 

The resetting signal voltage at the input of the seeond-stee has a 

non..sinusoidal wave foin. Thus, the ind.uced voltage acroa te gate 

winding becaes greater than the gate eupply voltage during some 

portion in the reset half.cycle ot Core 2. Unless the switth is 

used, effective volt-time integral across the control winding will 

be reduced due to the loading current in the control circuit, and. 

therefore the output circuit should be kept open during the reset 

hal..cycle in order to prevent the over-all gain reduction. The 

resistance in parallel With the second stage control winding vas 

connected to reduce the Input impedance variation of the stage, 

and. the value vas chosen such that ita loading effect on the output 

circuit during its gate half .cycles is negligible. 

The output characteristics are shown in Figure 29. The use 

of the switching circuits makes the transfer curve cjujte linear for 

its entire range The small but non-zero output voltage at the 

maximum signal point is due to the contribution of the magnetizing 

current flowing in the output loop . The incremental voltage gain 

is 260, which is the highest value obtained in the work reported 

in this thesis . Furthermore, another advantage of this two-stage 

amplifier is ita excellent response characteristic for a step 

input. Figure 30 shows the output response for a 1.3 cycle per 



second square wave input and for botk rising end a11in ateps, the 

time constant ie lesa than one and one-.half cycles. 

The most importaxit factor in design considerations is the 

matching between stages. In Íact, a slight gain reductioti was 

observed when the second stase control turns were set to 50 turns, 

azict this is probably due tu the following acta. That is, the 

etfective input impedance in the case of 50 control turns la so 

siosil ccs3pared to 150 turns that the flux'reeetting voltage across 

the winding is also reduced. Therefore, the volt-tie integral 

across the 50-turn wind:th is lese than the case of lO turns, 

provid.ed the firing angle of Core I is the sue. 
That is: 

, 

2 ir 
[ikr 

ec2o.tJ < 
LkI Nc25O 4' Nc2150 

Therefore, in the etennination of the second stage control tunis, 
the linpedance &istributlort along the second-stage control and the 

firet..stage gate circuits loop should also be taken into account. 

AXLy unitied approach t, the optimun etei,thiation of core 

sizes, swing range of the first-stage core flux, and the correa 

pon&ing interatage supply voltage has not been quite settled. 
The author believes that the high gain fsst..responae voltage 

magnetic aziplifier will find its further deeloent In multi.. 

stage connection, 
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FIG. 28. CIRCUIT DIAGRA}f OF TILE TWO-STAGE FAST.RESPSE 
MAGNETIC A'LIFIER 

Nc1 50 TURNS 
150 TURNS 

Ng1 2000 TURNS 
Ng2 2000 TURNS 

Rc1 100 GINS 
Rco 5 GINS 

2 5000 GINS 
R 3000 GINS 

Rd 480 GINS 

RL 480 GINS 

CORE i, coas 2 MMETICS INC. No. 50026 

ORTH GIOL 

Eac i i 5 RKS VOLTS 
Eac2 125 lINS VOLTS 
Eac3 60.0 lINS. VOLTS 
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FIG. 29. OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 0F THE TWO- 
STAGE FAST RESP' MAGNETIC AI1PLIFIER 

Mc1 50 TURNS 
NÇ2 100 TURNS 
Ng1 2000 flJRNS 
Ng2 2000 TURNS 

Eac1 1.15 RMS. VOLTS 
Eac2 12.5 R.MS. VOLTS 
Eac3 60 RMS. VOLTS 

'B 8 MILLI-AMpEiuS 
td 60 MILLI-A)PERES 



FIG. 30. TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THE NO-STAGE 

FAST-RESPONSE MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER 

SCOPE TIME BASE 

Nc 

Nc 

Ng 
Ng 
Eac 

E ac 

E 

100 MILLI-SEC./CM. 
50 TURNS 

150 TURNS 

2000 TURNS 

2000 TURNS 

1.15 R.M.S. VOLTS 

12.5 R.M.S. VOLTS 

60 R.M.S. VOLTS 

INPUT SQUARE WAVE, 1.3 CYCLES/SEC. 



8. Conclusions 

1. The linear output ewing range and the maxinnm realizable 

voltage gain of the Rey-type magnetic amplifier are two 

incompatible characteristjce. 

2. The above mentioned characteristics can be improved with 

the use of synchronous switches, 

3. The practica]. upper limit of the realizable voltage gain 

of the Barney-type magnetic xplifier is about 1.00. 

. The gain increase by means of positive feedb ack involves 

the increase of time constant. Thus, the voltage gain-to- 

time constant ratio cannot be effectively improved with 

feedback. 

The voltage gain-to-time constant ratio can be effectively 

improved with a proper cascade connection. 
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Ac * core oros aection cm2 

Av available window ares, can2 

Ba C saturation flux density, veber/can2 

D : (output range) x (voltage gain) at zero signal 

Eac1 control supply voltage, peak volts 

2 gate supply voltage, peak volts 

EL output voltege, average volts 

L' out:put voltage across the total gate circuit 
resistance, average volts 

s peak signa]. (or control) voltage, volts 

Es AVE average signal voltage, volts 

ec1 iustaitaneous control supplr voltage, volta 

eac2 instantaneous gate supply voltage, volta 

eß instantaneous transistor bias azpply voltage, volta 

ea instatarieous control-winding voltage, volts 

ed. instantaneous swi ting-dioe bias supply voltage, 
volta 

eg instantaneous gatewiuding voltage, volta 

e instaxitarzeous voltage across the switching-diode, 
volts 

et instantaneous voltage across th i e itter-collector, 
jmiction of the switching-transistor, volts 

G voltage gain 

Ginax s marnt voltage gain 

Gr realiz&le voltage gain 



Kc a coercive force, weere..turns/ 

IB switching.transistor bias current, averae aperea 

Id switching-diode bias current, average ainpere 

1L : average 1oa current, sapres 

Xnc * control circuit magzietizin eurreiit with referred 
to the coercive force, apere 

1mg : gate circuit maietizirg currezit with referred to 
coercive force, amperes 

iinc I instantaneous eontroL circuit magnetizing current, 
amperes 

iig = instantaneous gate circuit xìagetizing current, 
amperes 

K * ratio of winding ares to avi1abie window area 

k * peak control supply voltage per control turn 

Lt a average one-turn 1en-th of sate win&tng., oe 

L s uean length o± magnetic path, c 

rn, p, q : constants to be deteziniued enpirically 

N s windizig-turn ratio 

Nc : control turns 

Nc maz = control turns to gire max1m voltage gain 

Nc control turns to give inaxinum D 

Ng * gate turns 

RB transistor bias circuit resistance, os 
Re total control circuit resistance, ob3na 

Reo control circuit resistor value, ohms 

Rd switching-diode bias circuit resistance, ohms 



Rt : feedback r.aiste, o* 

B a gate cix'c*it resiatnce exc1udin the load., obm5 

BL * 1oai resistance, øs 
T peioa o 1in vo3.tac, aecon 

t : ttTne, second 

o( fftwjg a12&.e, rMit 
s : feedb*ck ratio 

e ;1u .r112a st i4ich gate vindirg ?o3taae becs 
equti to gate *!p1y VO1t$1Ø dt*riDg remet ha1f 
cvø1es, ratUan 

f re*istvitr of wiMing wire, orncm 

: reaet flnz, weber 

'5 z saturation aux, 

w angui*r fraquency of SUPPlY /$O4 
1, 2, ... subcripte zeterring to each mp3ifier stage un3.eu 

specified 


